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Specialized in (bespoke) canopy solutions

SOUND PROOF SYSTEMS
FROM DESIGN TO FINAL PRODUCT
Sound Proof Systems is specialized in canopies for engine driven
products. A typical canopy exists out of a base frame with or without
a fuel tank, cross members, anti vibration mounts, exhaust silencer,
exhaust piping, lifting facility and the actual canopy. Sound Proof Systems
designs, produces and delivers this complete canopy package or parts of
it to the industry. The products can be standard or completely bespoken.

At the start of any development phase Sound Proof
Systems describes the product to define key para-

Define product specifications
Design product in 3D
Proto typing for (customer) review
Testing and documentation
Production single or series
Assembly of end product

meters such as dimensions, ambient clearance,
noise levels, materials, application etc. When all
this is clear the product is designed in 3D which
creates a good impression of the product and helps
to review the design in an early stage. The first
proto type is assembled with the engine kit from the
customer. This enables Sound Proof Systems to evaluate the product where built quality, serviceability,
noise levels and cooling performance main focus
areas are. When the proto type meets the specifica-

used to assemble sound attenuated gensets or open

tion the final product is released for production.

gensets. Bespoke products are developed according
specific customer requirements, examples of typical

Standard and bespoke product

bespoke requirements are; large (24hrs) fuel tank,

The described process is applicable for standard

noise level (super silent), surface finish, limitation

products, being an internal process, or bespoke

in size or weight, extreme temperature and weather

products where this process is done in very close

conditions.

relation with the customer. The standard Sound

These products are applicable for a large number of

Proof Systems products are Flat-Pack genset

applications where a diesel engine is used to drive a

canopies and tank frames, products that are

generator, water pump or hydraulic pump.
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THE
PLEASURE
OF SILENCE
HIGH QUALITY
MODULAR
FLAT-PACK DESIGN
The quality of a product is determined by the chosen
materials as well as the easiness of assembly.

A Flat-Pack kit consists, besides the canopy and a

canopy and all assembly parts to build up a sound

base frame, out of all the required parts such as

attenuated canopy. All canopies are zinc plated and

fuel tank, mechanical fuel gauge, engine/alternator

powder coated to withstand all weather conditions.

supports, anti vibration mounts, battery holder, a

Clear drawings are available for ease of assembly.
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Lifting eye

Silencer
Attenuator
modules

Piping

KEY FEATURES
FLAT-PACK PRODUCT:
Zinc plated steel
8 hours fuel tank
Drop over canopy
Compact close fit design
Easy self assembly
50 °C ambient clearance
Bunded base *)

(Bunded)
base

8 hours
fuel tank
Battery
holder

Diplayed model: Flat-Pack FP-400 with bunded base

Cross
members/
AVM’s

European quality
Excellent support
Quality sealed foam

*) Standard depending on the model

STANDARD
FLAT-PACK SOLUTIONS
The standard range flat pack canopies are available
from 10 – 650kVA, designed around Perkins and Volvo
engines in combination with different generators such
as Mecc Alte. Dedicated cross members, exhaust piping
and radiator adaptors are available from stock. The tank
frames can be used for all types of engines and generators. For canopies with different engine and generator
combinations the possibilities can be verified by Sound
Proof Systems on request.

STANDBY POWER &
TELECOM SOLUTIONS

FIRE FIGHTING
SOLUTIONS

RIVERBARGE &
MARINE SOLUTIONS

RENTAL, CONSTRUCTION &
MILITARY SOLUTIONS

OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS

DEDICATED
PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

RAIL SOLUTIONS

Different markets and customers require different product
solutions, Sound Proof Systems has over 15 years of
experience with these specific requirements. From a single
component supply up to a complete product.

Markets we serve:
STANDBY POWER
POWER GENERATION
TELECOM
CONSTRUCTION & RENTAL
FIRE FIGHTING
MILITARY
RIVERBARGE & MARINE
OFF-SHORE
RAILWAY

SOUND PROOF SYSTEMS,
A LONG HISTORY IN CANOPIES
Sound Proof Systems has a long history in canopies with over 15 years
of experience in the industry . To provide our worldwide customer base
with a compact, easy to transport product, Sound Proof Systems has an
extensive range of self-assembly Flat-Pack canopies.
This unique concept creates enormous advantages for the transport of a complete canopy to
OEM customers. Beside the standard products Sound Proof Systems also designs, develops
and produces bespoke products. The product range covers solutions for generating sets, pump
sets and powerpacks. The product portfolio consists of; canopies, containers, base frames,
fuel tanks, frames, silencers, cross members, silencers, exhaust piping.
Sound Proof Systems is a flexible company that has the capability to react quickly on customer
demands and turn those requests into product solutions.
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